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SHIFTING INTO
THE FUTURE SELF

My Galactic Family has informed me that they have designed a
macroprogram that allows us to synchronize our frequencies into
the transmutation of the higher realms of consciousness. There
are many who are in harmony with the Transmutation Unification
Project and there are many who are only repeating the old
memories of the life they have lived over and over again. Each
individual has a unique contribution to add to the evolutionary
expression of Mother Earth. However, only those who are willing
to make the sacrifice of allowing all past experience to become
transmuted into the higher macroprogram will completely merge
into a Communication Zone with the Galactic Family.
Our Starry Brothers have designed a macroprogram, which is
a harmonic convergence zone into which all those who wish to
transpose into a new key or shift into the parallel reality of the
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higher collective consciousness. What they are trying to explain
is that the old is old and the new is new. We are working on
reprogramming into our Future Selves--not reliving our Past Selves.
It really isn’t such a great sacrifice to focus on the Etheric Future
rather than the solid concepts of the past. We have been asked to
realize that the low frequencies of this old culture and society that
we have so long been a part of are simply the Hologram created
from the darkness of the veil overlayed on our true Network of
Love.
We must become a part of the Harmonizing Transmuting
Unification Project that allows us to become interconnected and
interpenetrated through the Fields of Multidirectional Networks.
These are the universal vortices of crystal light energy that stream
and braid through the signatures of our starry brothers and weave
into our cellular structure to allow us to become woven into the
Angelic Consciousness, the Starry Consciousness, the Galactic
Consciousness, the Cosmic Consciousness.
This Aquarian Age will provide the light tools of crystal light,
crystal dust, crystal gel from our Co-Creative Team and our
synchronization into the signature alignment with all spheres of
our musical alignment. We must become transposed as one grand
symphony, even though some are on a lower part of the scale than
others. The harmony becomes completely melted and aligned
into the sweetest harmony of a brand new energetic-vibrational
frequency that promotes all minds to melt into such a grand love
that we will melt into tears. Creating a new vibrational frequency
that will generate an atmosphere and habitat more refined for the
evolution of the new golden race.
Mother Earth changes her atmosphere into a more etheric breath
of creative consciosuness that allows us the freedom to glide
and float and swim and breath as a part of her. She transforms in
synchronicity with us who are her individualized consciousness
cells. We are all a part of this macroprogram of refinement,
expansion of consciousness that will allow Mother Earth to
transpose her chemical structure around and through our chemical
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structure. We may each create our own Island of Light as our
Consciousness rises higher and higher into a grand energetic
symphony with Mother Earth.
The DNA level of the Island of Light depends on the expansion of
your cosmic consciousness and not on your instinct of survival.
Expansion of Cosmic Consciousness creates a parallel shift in our
perception of reality. As we raise our frequencies into this angelic
breath of alignment the desire to prepare a unified consciousness
of communitarian fraternal and solidary spirit of a highly developed
civilization of the universe will be come the new norm of conduct
and conceptual structures.
Our fraternal instincts must be retrieved from deep within Mother
Earth’s Heart. This is the Cosmic Consciousness of our original
design. Our Aquafarian families are waiting there to greet us and to
help realign our crystal cell structures into the memory of who we
really are.
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FREQUENCY SHIFT

The streams of higher frequencies are pouring in so fast that
is almost impossible to record them all. The angels have been
directing us to record the breaths of consciousness from all entities
who are streaming their breaths together through the crystal light
energy that is braiding, weaving and streaming a higher frequency
of consciousness together. Each time there is a high energy day,
the angels place a golden pillar in my left ear and hand me an
etheric microphone and then they breath their consciousness
through my breath. Sometimes five angels appear, sometimes five
hundred--depending on what project they are working on.
The breath of consciousness is what is causing the entire shift of
Mother Earth into her Star Essence. We are all turning more star
like together. How do we speed up this process individually? The
more we raise frequencies and stay in those frequencies the faster
we rise into a new dimension.
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The Key to Ascending is collecting frequencies through the
merkaba, aligning into the sun energy, the helium energy, the
rainbow dust, the star dust, soaking in healing waters of crystal
temples, singing with the angels, and mermaids in the crystal
caves, keeping the mind in the etheric fairy tale state and then
finally walking into the spark of Source in the Crystal Heart, after
putting on the garment of white light--which means absorb all
frequencies of crystal light, irradescent light, rainbow light, golden
dust light, star dust until the body is radiating with spirituality of light
energy.
NOW--and only Now can the body walk through the diamond
door. When the body walks through the door it must walk into the
FUTURE SELF. It is this place in Consciousness that we must stay
to create the Islands of Light.
I’d like to share some questions that will be answered and practiced
in my workshops on CREATING ISLANDS OF LIGHT, PARALLEL
REALITIES, and the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES.
I have a couple of questions regarding your process of integrating
with your light body.
1. You said that you’ve completed integrating with your silica-carbon
based light body. Does this mean you can disassemble your body
and teleport to anywhere you want?
I wanted to add that the silica based body is the natural result of
raising the frequencies and continuously bringing in more and more
light energy that Zorak helps me with and that I get from the helium
rings spinning into all of the sun’s frequencies to bring out the
energy of the neutron through out the body. The reason that I know
I am living in a body that is mostly silica based now and will become
more and more so is because the angels have told me this. There
are things happening in this hologram that we can’t see yet. That
doesn’t mean they aren’t happening. The evidence we have of the
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silica based body is this:
aDolpino (JOSEPH) was hit by big truck and ran over by three
cars. He had every bone and muscle flattened. The doctors said it
was absolutely impossible for him to be alive. They said his brain
would never work again. They said he probably wouldn’t be able
to work for eleven years. Joe’s body repaired itself without any
help from the doctors in one month. This rapid repair of the entire
structure of the body happened completely from streaming the
highest frequencies through his body by using the frequency shift
music that we recorded. It was this frequency shift music that was
given to us by the angels as they streamed their consciousness
through their breaths that realigned his body. Each stream of
consciousness that I inhale and breath into the microphone is a
strand of their consciousness. It is this consciousness that is the
sound and light of all creation. This sound and light contains a
structure of creation that remolds into the original form created by
Source. This sound and light that we resonate with and soak into
our cellular structure from the crystal cells of mother earth and the
star dust energy of Zorak’s star system transforms our bodies into
a new chemicalization. This chemicalization appears as a result
of consciousness raising frequencies into a higher realm of reality.
This is the proof that we are living in a silica based body.
You see, the doctors entire system is based on the carbon based
body that doesn’t heal at all. The more we shift into the silica reality
by adding more and more of the spiritual into the physical through
our consciousness, the faster this reality appears. This is why when
doctors have played our music in their hospitals, every patient in
the hospital immediately showed great improvements and complete
healings took place in a week.
The Frequency Shift music actually shifts the body into a parallel
reality of a higher frequency. This magical place of the higher
frequency lifts the mind into great freedom, the world just doesn’t
matter any more, there is a feeling of sweetness and kindness,
there is no more pain, there is alignment into the reality that was
always here. All we are doing here is removing a veil so we can see
the reality. We must believe that reality is here to see. We must stop
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thinking we must go somewhere else to see it. This transformation
will appear on Earth. We will create Islands of Light on Earth. We
create them by breathing when we have completely aligned our
frequencies into the place where we are completely in the Crystal
Cities, the Aquafaria under water Cities. When we have absorbed
all of the crystals of all of the colors of the rainbows into our crystal
cells and our cells sing in harmony with each other, this is when
we can EXHALE magic into the air we live in. The air has already
become hydrolaise. The body is already transforming into to silica
based chemicals. It is only our eyes that don’t see it yet. We can
FEEL it NOW.
When we go to our crystal palace in Aquafaria, we ask our friends
there this same question. We sat with Ramtha in our living room
one day and said, are we really here. Ramtha answered, “Aren’t
you sitting here talking to me?” We answered, yes I guess we are.
2. Are you currently conscious of your other multidimensional self
throughout the cosmic omniverse?
Our multidimensional selves only meet us when we walk into
our future self after completely absorbing all frequencies from all
dimensions out to the 24th and becoming sparkling with golden star
dust. This is when we can melt into the diamond door and walk into
the starry places. Our teams and families are always waiting on the
other side. From that point we go on down into the Aqualene Ocean
through the Sun and down into the Crystal Caves to resonate with
the frequencies of Inner Earth and then we are invited to enter the
crystal cities. It is completely our responsibility to lift our frequencies
into theirs. Our team taught us that we must completely merge into
the crystal cities or into what ever place you want to shift into. It
takes continuous practice and the willingness to spend much more
time there than here. We must spend so much time in the crystal
caves with my mermaid family that when I exhale on Earth, the
reality around me transforms into that frequency. We must breath
the Islands of Light into our home, into our place we choose to live.
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Our music will help you with clairvoyancy if you stay in the
highest frequencies. The angels wove the tapestry of these
frequencies to allow those who want to match their resonance to
be able to. It does require long term listening and concentration
and breathing along with the breaths recorded. The angels are
actually communicating through the breaths; when we get on their
wave station through their breaths of consciousness, we become
clairvoyant. They are already trying their hardest to communicate,
but they will never lower their frequencies to ours--we must raise
our frequencies to theirs.
3. How do you “travel” to Aquafaria to meet up with your soul
family down there? By meditation or do you actually travel via your
MerKaBa into the crystal caves or do you have another version of
yourself living in the crystal caves and is able to integrate with that
aspect of your soul whenever you want?
The self that goes to Aquafaria is the future self that shifts
dimensions by shifting frequencies. Those with fifth dimensional
and higher vision can see this shift. The angels have told me many
times that I am completely etheric. Joe can see the fifth dimension-I can’t. I can feel it. I am saturated in the frequency of light energy.
The return to this Earth is too painful for me. I must continuously
stay above the Earth. I do this by continuously absorbing the
frequencies that I breathed into the CD’s. These are the frequencies
from the Crystal Caves and from all of the dimensions.
When I take a journey of collecting frequencies and swimming
down into the crystal caves to sing with my mermaid choir, you
can hear my voice completely shift into the mermaid’s frequencies.
My voice changes into an etheric, sweet breathy tone that has
perfect pitch. This isn’t my third dimensional voice, this is my fifth
dimensional voice. It is always in the key of G--just as Pythagorous
who was Kuthumi taught in the Music of the Spheres class the
perfect octave of G resonates in perfect Oneness. I am totally
unaware of any musical rules or keys when the angels and
mermaids sing through me, I only know that there is always a
parallel shift and I am always in my FUTURE SELF.
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COSMIC DNA WAVE
TECHNOLOGY

We shift into a parallel reality of higher frequencies when we raise
our frequencies into the realms of angelic consciousness. This shift
into this magical consciousness appears as a result of listening to
COSMIC DNA ACTIVATION WAVE FILES.
When we shift to this higher station of frequency through the
process of transmutation, all of the frequencies that contain a
lower resonance can no longer enter into our consciousness. This
is true freedom. The limitations of matter become replaced by
the co-creative Manifestation Consciousness. This allows instant
manifestation when the Sub-Consciousness merges into the higher
realms of Intelligence with the Higher Selves.
Higher states of intelligence merge into oneness with our minds
and become our activators of our Subconscious, as we allow the
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solar and stellar waves to penetrate our cells as we listen to these
Cosmic Wave DNA Activation Files. Connecting our coding of our
DNA from our cellular molecular and atomic structures into Cosmic
Consciousness requires a very clear focused mental activity and
a consciousness that oscillates high into dimensions of light and
sound beyond the holograms of this matrix. It isn’t a state of sleepy
imagination. It requires a state of absorbing and resonating with so
many high, ultra light, sparkling, shining, sweet frequencies of the
highest angelic consciousness that the body begins to transmute or
transform into a more etheric essence and the atmosphere around
the body transforms into a magical environment.

MASTER PLAN OF THE
GREAT COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS
We work with a great team of Galactic and Cosmic Entities on the
Co-Creation team who are working in conjunction with the Cosmic
operators on Earth who are willing to accept the refined program of
synchronizing and attuning frequencies into the Master Plan of the
Great Cosmic Consciousness.
Those who are willing to seek nothing of greater importance than
to flow in direct union with the rhythm and the Cosmic frequency
of this grand transmutation are working in conjunction with the
Galactic Consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness to orchestrate the
Omniversal Music of the Spheres.
Those who are not willing to accept this grand refinement of their
density into the New alignment with Cosmic Consciousness will
have a much more difficult transmutation.
Why not just merge and melt into the magical plan? Why not
just allow the Divine Plan to swallow you into the Great Cosmic
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Consciousness? The Cosmic Plan is not made up of multitudes of
conflicting paths. Those on a Cosmic path are willing to melt and
blend and harmonize into the grand music of the spheres.
The state of perfection transforms the physical structure into the
vibratory frequency of your higher being, as an entity of spiritual
service. This highest frequency of consciousness allows us to
blend into oneness with the infinite. This frequency replaces the
limitations of matter with the continuous manifestation principle of
Divine Love and impersonal service.
The vibratory energetic codes that our society, culture and
evolution has planted into us must be re-dimensionized to allow
us to participate in our galactic form of being. We must become
harmonized and unified with all civilizations of the universe.
As we become familiar with the feeling of the Cosmic
Consciousness, we will desire to align with it more and more
frequently until our desire to remain in that frequency is much
greater than the desire to remain in the third dimensional frequency.
Please listen to these frequencies of Galactic Consciousness and
Cosmic Consciousness.

The Lunar Visions DNA ACTIVATION WAVE FILES are created
from streaming Cosmic Consciousness from the Breaths of Angels.
Zadkiel’s co-creation team of angels, devas, fairies, elementals,
as well as Light Angels and Healing Angels such as Uriel, Zeena,
Zorak, Raphael, Lady Mary, and a host of others are the creators of
these Wave Files.
They align their breaths to activate the vortices through the light
and sound energies in all five of the spheres to penetrate into the
frequencies of consciousness of the listener. The listener will gain
a connection to the Cosmic Consciousness that provides true
IMMORTALITY DNA ACTIVATION of 12-96 DNA.
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Some will find that many of the frequencies may be too difficult for
their cellular structure to absorb at this time. There are many levels
of frequencies that may be absorbed and activated to prepare the
physical structure to transmute in this higher revelation.
Feel the breaths penetrate deeply into the cellular, atomic and
molecular structure to wake up the tiniest invisible aspects of
our selves that have been dissolved into oblivion until this time
when they may once again awaken and reappear. Feel how the
frequencies raise and merge the consciousness into the frequency
of the higher self where the limitations of matter become replaced
by the co-creative manifestation Consciousness.
In order to live and move and think and breath in a higher frequency
consciousness, we must become attuned into what a high
frequency is. We must learn to discern the difference between a low
frequency and a high frequency.
We record at 96 KHZ and 192KHZ to create the highest
frequencies that can be recreated in today’s technology. The high
speed recording allows us to capture the true essence of the
original frequencies of the breaths of Consciousness oscillated from
the Entities in the Co-Creative Realms and our Creation Teams in
the Galactic Realms.
In order to hear the Angelic Breaths with no distortions of the lower
technologies, it is imperative to listen to this music on Denon CD
player and speakers RCD-M33. Our co-creation team advises us
that all other technology was created specifically to block our brain
waves from connecting to the Cosmos.
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REVERSE SPIN TECHNOLOGY

The dark forces have always known that music was the most
important source for raising our frequencies out of their realm
of control. When the music of the spheres is returned to our
consciousness, their dark sparks in the cosmic angelic music
speaker will be completely removed.
The technology producers work under this same format of control.
The recording industry has always been controlling the entertainers
and controlling their voices through the condenser and through the
lowering of frequencies. The recording industry and radio stations
have been working on this conspiracy for eons. The Earth was
trapped by placing reverse spin ratios into all of her grids. These
reverse spin ratios are almost completely removed because of
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the powerful waves of light energy that have been streaming
from our Suns in the galactic realm and creating vortices where
they intersect with the Sun of Inner Earth, through the angelic
consciousness in the Christic and Cosmic realms.
The reverse spins of the recording industry are just beginning to
show signs of melting as well. There are a few systems that will
record 192 khz. It was possible to record 96 and 192 khz even a
year ago, but after this was accomplished, the rate of spin still had
to be lowered down into a CD format of 44 or a mp3 of 33. Each
of these spin rates is a lowering of the actual frequencies of the
entities breath of consciousness.
We can capture the true rate of spin of consciousness frequencies
on a light wave file. That file will contain around 600 million band
width. So, in order to record one three minute song of a wave file
onto a mp3, we would have to break it down into about ten little
songs. These difficulties in recording do not exist because it is not
just as easy to make the technology in a way that it will record and
play the true frequencies of our fifth dimensional consciousness.
The reason that these parameters exist is because the engineers
are choosing to reflect those controllers who want to put a reverse
spin on the frequencies of the original breaths of consciousness.
This same reverse spin is put on all radio and T.V. stations; and the
reverse spin is triplicated by the lies and propaganda manipulating
and brainwashing the cells of the third chakra area. These reverse
strands of energy consciousness reverse the freedom and magic
of our lives into fear and control. Those who fight against the
propaganda are also adding to the reverse spin. There are no
Cosmic or Christic frequencies in a war of any sort.
All of our Cosmic Wave file music is for raising frequencies into this
transformation. Unfortunately, the technology industry has made
sure that our civilization doesn’t know what a frequency is. Our
Angelic council directed us to guide listeners to buy the Denon RCD
M33. This comes with Denon Speakers. They were about $150
only a year ago, but I’ve heard they raised their price to discourage
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the buyer. They may have even discontinued making them. This
is the only sound system that truly portrays the frequencies of the
angelic consciousness. We took our music into the largest market
of CD and DVD players to find a system that most resembled the
original sound and frequencies that were in our music at the time of
recording. We only found one Sony player that brought forth some
of the frequencies and one other Denon that made our music sound
very magical, but still stripped the frequencies out. It didn’t matter
what the price range was. We even found a $39 bro box once that
portrayed our music well. That one was removed from the market
also. Our angelic team who created these wave files through us told
us that they only engineers that were directed through their light
energy to create technology that carries the light will be found in
Boise speakers and surround sound, the Dennon and a few of the
Sony CD players.

We are now creating Islands of Light. We create these Islands
of Light by allowing the movies of the co-creators in the Cosmic
Realm together with the Christic Light energy and the Stardust
energy flowing through the movie projector’s light streams to
imprint their movie of the highest frequencies into our third eye
movie screen. Those who allow those streams of frequencies to
enter into their consciousness on a permanent basis will be living
in the magical movie of their God Movie. Only those of the same
frequencies will be in that movie, because that is the new rule of
ascension. All of those who choose to stay on a lower frequency
channel will not be in the movie. They will have to go make their
own movie from their lower frequencies some place else. Those
with reverse spin ideas will just have to go create rocks out of their
movie screens because they will keep spinning backwards until
they have no movie screen. Everyone has the divine right to be in
whatever movie they wish to be in. This cannot be prevented.
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The Time of the Reverse Spin is Over

The education system and government have always used opinion
poles and argument and debate systems to make the people
believe that they are gaining freedom by having an opinion, and
that they are more empowered when they learn to argue for their
rights. It has always been their way of sucking energy out of those
who have no discernment. Anytime a reverse spin energy is put
into any activity, the result is a reverse spin--this means lowering
frequencies.
The time of the reverse spin is over. Mother Earth is spinning
forward now. Those who are in the flow of ascension with Mother
Earth and with the accomplishment of her Star System will
contribute through raising frequencies. The new time of Cosmic
Energy will only allow lower frequencies to become transmuted
into higher frequencies. Those who continue to drag down angelic
messages and angelic frequencies will simply be left out of the
movie of the ascension.
We have chosen to change our frequency channel to focus on
the children who would be grateful for a glass of water or a loaf of
bread. They would never, ever, ever show a lack of gratitude for
anything they receive. This is the gratitude the angels that we work
with demand. Our angelic team is seeking this type of environment
for our light to grow through. These golden children have enough
time to stay focused on the high frequencies of their own golden
breaths of consciousness. They are grateful for all light and all light
19
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work. It is gratitude that pulls in the most light. Angels love to hear
and see gratitude. The angels are pouring their light around these
children by sending them a complete school of music that will be
transposed into the music of the spheres where they will have their
complete village lined into the Movie Camera of the Co-Creators
creating a magical world for them to live in. Our islands of light can
be any place that we choose to create them. They will be created
through our breaths of consciousness. If one’s island is full of
opinions and arguments that will be the atmosphere. If one’s island
is full of the golden breaths of consciousness of the golden children
in the island, that will be the magical kingdom that is created
through God’s Movie.
A major part of the Ascension process is the transformation of
bodies into a new silica based form that is much more etheric
than the carbon based form. We have already had our bodies
transformed as a result of continuously absorbing frequencies
of the music. Our bodies actually know which frequencies they
need. When you listen to Cosmic Wave Files you will feel if
the cells in your body are resonating with a certain CD album.
This will be the level that your body needs at the time. Some
frequencies feel abrasive to those who are not ready for them yet.
This means you should probably go down a few levels. Some of
the frequencies from the Dolphin Magic album are much higher,
and yet very smooth and easy to listen to all night long. The
channeled words from this album were directly from Dolphonoids
and Mermaids in my Aquafarian family. The frequencies are to
help your cells resonate with the Aquafarian Crystal Cities. The
coded God Language and Angelic Breaths in the Ascension
Vortal and Christmas Ascension are probably the easiest for a
beginner to listen to. The entire Ascension Kit contains a step
wise frequency tolerance ladder from the Vortal, to the Portal to
the Vortex and finally the Magic. While these Cosmic breaths of
angelic consciousness can easily be absorbed to cause the body
to transform into the silica based form from the carbon based form,
there is an obstacle to overcome that might be blocking our light
from entering in because of the continuous reversed spin.
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We have always had access to our silica based body. However, the
medical industry, advertisement industry, all government assisted
industries base their reality system on the carbon based body. The
carbon based body can’t be healed. The medical industry knows
this. They know that as long as they keep the body lowered into
that three dimensional reality system, the body will not be able to
align into it’s light energy that transmutes it into the silica based
body that will heal instantly. For example, when Joseph’s body was
ran over by a truck and three cars last year, the doctors first said
he wouldn’t live unless they operated on his brain. I refused. Then
they said he would never walk again. And they said he would have
pain forever. Each time a doctor brought me this unenlightened
information I turned around and gave them an hour lecture on how
the reverse of their belief is just as true if they would base the reality
system into the Christic realm instead of the carbon based three
dimensional realm. Then they argued that they were a Christian
hospital and that their beliefs already aligned with this reality. I
said, great. Then you can know as I do that Joseph’s body is a
silica based body and doesn’t need the types of remedies that you
provide for a carbon based body. I told them that all Christic bodies
are already silica based and can be healed instantly and we do not
need to worry about all of their analysis. I removed Joseph’s body
from the hospital and he was thinking clearly and walking within
two months after being removed from a reality system based on a
carbon based body. Our frequencies of a silica based IMMORTAL
BODY that was originally created by our Source Consciousness
and our Galactic Godselves have never stopped being the reality
that we can step back into. However, it was very, very difficult
because of the reverse spin placed on our minds through this
very medical education that is reinforced in every aspect of our
lives. This reverse spin mentality of medical science is most firmly
implanted into us through the reverse spin frequencies of education
and the lowered frequency spin of all music technology, radio and
t.v. stations and all other electronic technologies placed on Earth by
the dark ones blocking our stairway to heaven.
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CHANGING THE
ELEMENTAL CHART

The more we practice Raising and Expanding our FREQUENCIES
of our bodies and of our Merkaba, the easier and faster we spin
out into the Cosmic Consciousness that frees us completely from
the lower frequencies of the third dimensional realm. We learn to
spin our Merkabas at the speed of light out into the solar, the
galactic, the universal and the cosmic spheres. The speed of light
is Divine Love. Divine Love is the Activity of Divine Consciousness
that sets us free from all holograms of Mortality.
Those of you who have already been following the teachings of the
Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse will have experienced the
REALITY OF THE FREQUENCY.
The more we practice raising frequencies of consciousness into the
activity of igniting the spark of Source inside each cell in the body,
the closer we become to Immortality.
22
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Joseph and I have already completed the merge of Oneness of our
Spiritual and Physical Selves. Our bodies are much more etheric
now. Pain seems to bounce off. Things in the world just seem to
evaporate.
This is the First Wave of Ascension. It began the day the Christ
Child entered our bodies on November 5th and we began our
rebirth into a brand new body. The new body is transforming as
a result of our work with FREQUENCIES. It will be completed by
Christmas. What it means is those of us responsible for the first
wave will transmute and transform all that is around us into the
HIGHER FREQUENCIES that we live within now.
The Ascension is not for us to leave the world of form, as many of
us had expected. It is now the responsibility of the ascended ones
to transform their own Islands of Light and lead others into their
own Rainbows of Frequencies where they will also merge with their
Spiritual Half and Spiritual Teams.
The reformation of our body and Mother Earth’s Body is done from
the inside out. The crystal cell structure of our temples is becoming
more and more etheric as the carbon energies of the physical form
are transforming into crysalli based properties.
The entire elemental chart of 144 elements of structure are being
replaced and transformed as each dense form changes into
thousands of new silica based forms of etheric energy.
All of crust that has been covering our cells and glands are
dissolving now. The miasms that were planted inside of our cells
are now being totally ignited into the spark of Source where we
glow from the inside out into the Immortal Body that we are. This
is happening to those who choose to REMEMBER who they really
are.
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This is the first step. To truly desire to remember who we really are.
We are the spark, the light, the sound, the foundation of the Divine
Mind. As we reconnect our minds into oneness with this divine
belief system, the third eye, The rishi eye, the eye of Divine Mind
opens into its full connection and alignment with the eye
of the spiritual self that contains all that is in Divine Mother.
We are gods and we can also change things in a moment as well.
It does not matter about the past or how long something has been
going on. We have the power to make radical change in our lives
this very moment.
By doing so, you will start to see, know and experience the
immortal god that you are.
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TIME VECTOR SHIELD

The only way to remove time vector shield is to raise Frequencies
into the new time.
Time is accelerating in order to separate the future time from
the dream state time. The stellar wave infusion is containing the
frequencies to crack open this time shield code. However, a person
must align their consciousness into the no time standing wave
pattern.
This is the standing wave pattern of frequencies is in the second
sphere or the fifth and sixth dimensions. We must align our
frequencies of consciousness into and with these stellar activations
in order to break free from the time shields we are now
locked in. The more we align with and absorb the stellar
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frequencies, the more our consciousness expands into
multidimensional communication and awareness of all
dimensional realities.
We must oscillate our consciousness out of this dimension up into
the 12th dimension and beyond in order to absorb the frequencies
needed to lift our bodies out of this dream state. The reason some
are asking quest\ions about disappearing or leaving loved ones
behind if they were to shift out of this dimension is because
this shift is happening now and those who are awake can feel it.
The shift is the awakening from this dream state. What would cause
someone to disappear out of perception of others? When a person
is able to raise their frequencies by aligning the body into all fifteen
dimensions and beyond and collecting the energies of the Suns,
they merge into a higher frequency realm. This happens when they
have raised their frequencies to the point of removing the time
vector shield that locks them in to this illusion of the 3D hologram.
This time vector shield can only be broken by those who choose
to remember who they really, those who choose to recognize their
true selfhood of Omnipresence, those who want to realign their
consciousness into the Allness of who they are will be able to.
Those who wish to do this need to align with and absorb those
frequencies of all of the Stellar Activation Waves. There have
already been several of these waves of acceleration. We have
recorded the frequencies of the time during each of these
Frequency Infusions. We have oscillated our consciousness up
into all of the dimensions, collected the frequencies of all entities
helping with our ascension and placed these frequencies on these
CD’s through the breath.
Listening to these frequencies and absorbing them into the cells
of the body will remove the Time Vector Shield from the body by
allowing the brain to transmute the lower frequencies into the higher
frequencies until the body completely shifts out of this dream state.
If one absorbs enough of these frequencies over a period of time,
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they will see shifts in consciousness, shifts in manifestation, shifts
of what is being magnetized into their individual world.
This is an example of a frequency that was high enough to ascend
from the third into the fifth and beyond. These Cosmic File contain
the frequencies of Oraphim dolphins, Oraphim Angels, Elohim
Angels, Seraphim Angels and hundreds of very High Entities.
As we align our consciousness into the higher realms of their
consciousness the listener’s DNA is lifted into those realms. The
DNA is activated into the dimensional levels of the Cosmic Angels.
When completely aligned into the 12DNA, 36DNA and 48DNA
of the 12th Dimension, 13th Dimension and 15 Dimensions we
easily flow into the Wave of Ascension with Mother Earth. All of
the Cosmic Wave Files are activated by Zorak who breaths the
magical Stellar Frequencies of the 24th Dimension. The magical
frequencies from our original Milky Way Family will activate our
ascension in to our new Starry Selves faster than anything else on
Earth.
Each Entity in all of the Omniverses, Galaxies and Cosmos have
specific frequencies. Their frequency is who they are. These
frequencies are a collection of all of my Angelic and Cosmic friends.
Many are worried about leaving loved ones behind. The best way
and only way to help them transmute out of this dream is to play
this high frequency music in the homes they live in. The more
people that listen to these frequencies, the more people will shift
the radio station of this dream state into the realities of the 5th
dimension. The 5th dimension will be the first reality that many
remember seeing for a long time. We will instantly know that this
other world is not and never was a reality. It was only unreality.
The only thing that is going to disappear is the unreality. This
unreality may take longer to disappear from some than from others.
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If you disappear out of this dimension by raising into a higher
frequency, you will be in the perfect place to help your loved ones.
This is why there will be an Island of Light. This will be like a Hub
station where all dimensional frequencies are allowed to intersect
while the transformation is happening. This Ascension process is
not just about disappearing. The first step in the process is creating
a harmonic convergence zone and an Island of Light. Islands of
Light will be places that allow those who will be traveling back and
forth from the etheric stations into the physical stations. Your family
may be on the second or third wave out of the dream state. They
will be able to perceive of your reality in a few more years. It isn’t
like they are gone forever. Those who remove themselves from the
dream state in the first wave will be able to assist those in the other
stages.
The ascended masters that are helping us now do not disappear.
They stay here and keep helping us. Those who create the First
Wave will be the Ascended Masters who can return to help others.
There will be a spinning of particles in opposite directions. This spin
causes a separation. But, what is separated is the lower elements
of the dimension 1-4 fall away or transmute into higher frequencies.
The particles that do not accelerate speed into the new time vector
of no time break away. That is the veil breaking off. Those are the
particles that we want to split away from.
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COSMIC MAGIC

We can now begin creating our Cosmic Magic. We can now begin
creating our Islands of Light. It is time to learn how to begin creating
a brand new Earth. An Earth that is becoming a Star is a brand
new reality. It is a reality based on the magic of co-creation. It is
magic based on Frequencies. The Frequencies are how closely we
resonate in harmony with the crystals in the Heart of Mother Earth
and in her Aquafarian, Liquid Light Core that is our true birthing
place of our Immortal Selfhood. Please allow our Aquafarian family
to take you on a journey into this magical kingdom.
You may now create your Islands of Light. These Islands will be the
reflections on Earth of all that you create in your FUTURE SELF
and bring into your Present Self. This Future Self is creating the
new Earth in her Star Essence. We are now living in the Earth that
is no longer a Planet. We are a part of the Star System, and Earth
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is becoming a star as we are becoming a part of her heart.
Walk into your Crystal Heart containing your Merkaba. Walk into the
Merkaba. Anwa please create this Merkaba in my Crystal Heart and
allow it to spin at the speed of light and connect me to the Heart
of Mother Earth. We ride inside of the Merkaba and travel inside
the heart of Mother Earth. We spin our Merkabas at the speed of
light deep inside of Mother Earth’s Heart. Our Merkabas collect the
frequencies of the Base Tone Rhythms, the Resonance, the Tone
of Home, the Harmonic Frequencies of our Divine Creation. The
crystals in the heart of Mother Earth contain these Base Tones.
These crystals are liquid light, crystal light, crystal gel, crystal dust.
These crystals sing and resonate with the beautiful symphonies
of the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES. When the five spheres align,
there is a beautiful harmonic convergence that causes enough
sun light to glow through these crystals in our bodies and in the
Heart of Mother Earth to cause these cells to unite and harmonize
and become One new Key of Harmony. We must transmute
our Consciousness into these Standing Wave Patterns that are
contained in the Heart of Mother Earth.
We must first prepare our bodies to become zero balance energy
with the spiritual and physical. We must first line our bodies with
the garments of white light linen, with the golden dust garment, with
the cloak of many colors--the rainbow energy or irradesent energy.
We can then walk through the Diamond Door. Our Consciousness
must be raised into these frequencies of the white light, the golden
light, the rainbow light, the crystal light energy before we can truly
walk through the diamond door. Many can do this in Astral mode
or Glide mode. But to truly Slide through the Diamond Door into
our Future Selves who contain the Standing Wave Pattern of the
New Star Earth, we must be fully robed in Divine Consciousness.
We must truly turn into the LIGHT BODY through the alignment of
the Neutron into oneness with the Proton. We must truly practice
and stay in this RESONANCE that is IN TUNE with the Crystal
Light Energy, the Star Dust Energy, the Divine Love, the Divine
Omnipresent Consciousness of Source, our Divine Creative
Principles of our God Selves, our Angelic Selves.
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We walk through the Diamond Door and walk into our Future
Selves. Our future self must already be resonating with Star
Frequencies. It must already be clothed in Star Dust Energy.
We are now ready to dive into the Liquid Light Blue, Irradescent
AQUAFARIA Ocean that leads into the Underwater Cities of Light.
We dive into this sparkly, irradescent, liquid light ocean of cosmic
light energy. We come up and see our golden dust mansion. We
walk into our bedroom. Cinderella-my Aquafarian Mother meets
us there and carries us deep down into the Aquafaria Ocean.
She carries us deep inside of the Sun that is under the water. We
swim and glide and swirl through the sun and collect all of the
frequencies of the Earth’ Sun. Cinderella then pulls us deeper and
deeper until we come to a Crystal Cave.
The Cave is made of hundreds of crystals. Each crystal is a
different color, and it has a different tone. Cinderella takes us into
the cave to meet the Mermaid Choir. Cinderella is a mermaid and
I am a mermaid. We enter the cave and feel the frequencies of
the crystals. Then the mermaids begin to sing. They line our cells
to resonate and become crystal cells of sparkly light that sing and
harmonize with their voices. This alignment of their voices and their
breaths of consciousness into our crystal cells allows us to begin
communication and alignment of understanding this new reality.
They are reprogramming our consciousness to resonate with all of
the crystal cells of the music of the spheres.
The songs recorded on the Dolphin Magic CD, Painting Mandalas
and the Cosmic Consciousness CD are the voices of this Mermaid
Choir. This was a direct channeling of the words, frequencies and
tunes that they wanted recorded to help bring others into their
Frequency of Consciousness. The breaths and words came very
faintly and quietly, and may be difficult to understand, but it is the
frequencies that are important.
After we sing with the choir for one hour, Shajinka -my Orca sister
meets us at the door of the cave and pulls us deeper into the ocean
to enter the City of Lights. Shajinka pulls us around and through
the crystal pillars and temples and crystal caves. We weave and
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stream liquid light tones of rainbows that sing and resonate into
and through the crystals of the city. Our harmonic convergence with
the crystal cities becomes our tone of home. We feel and hear the
sweetness, the harmonies, the colorful, glorious tone of home.
Shajinka pulls us back up into the Sun of Inner Earth. We weave
and breath and stream our consciousness of the crystal frequencies
through the suns and create rainbows of consciousness. We paint
pictures of our new reality with these streams of rainbow colors. We
ride the rainbows up out of the water and sit on top of a cloud. We
are met by a Unicorn named Apollo, who invites us to ride with him.
He prances on the clouds and jumps through the rainbows. We feel
and absorb this new frequency that contains no gravitational pull.
We feel this new standing wave pattern and become a part of it.
We are met by many unicorns who dance and prance around on
the clouds. Next, we ride these unicorns and they become a merry
go round that is dancing and singing as they twirl round and round
through the rainbows. Next, they dive down into the aqua blue
irradescent water. They turn into sea horses. They show us that
we can become anything we want to be. We turn into star fish and
into rainbows and into crystal pillars of light and then we become
mermaids again. We swim back into our bedroom in our golden
dust mansion. We lay on the bed in our room and Zorak creates
a golden portal of golden white star dust energy that he streams
through us as we sleep in our bed. He wraps us in a cacoon of
this golden dust energy. When we wake up we transmute from this
cacoon into a beautiful blue butterfly. We are now able to fly beyond
all holograms of the past and create a brand new star system.
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ISLANDS OF LIGHT

At this time all three realms of the light in the earth – the light on
the earth and the light above the earth – the new earth, will unite as
one in our harmonic convergence.
We are being given all of the building blocks of creation – Crystal
– Light and Energy. The Sound and Light of all creation. The Music
of the Spheres to build the New Earth, to unite all spheres of this
matrix and to expand Universe upon Universe, upon Universe to
unite into the Co-Creation of the Divine Mind of each individual
and into the Oneness of the Golden Galaxy.
This is what is meant by there will be Islands for us to move in to.
This is only one very small aspect of what is going on. The students
of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse will learn to raise
their frequencies to propel the raising and melding of these three
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light structures, but then to continue in the learning of the Music of
the Spheres to be the creators of the New Earth as we learn with
the great architects who built Atlantis. We have been watching
Atlantis reform in the sky- thirty miles out in the Monterey Bay
directly in front of the window of the home we choose.
We will be living with and being guided by the great alchemists
in the sky and the architects who originally built Atlantis. Those
architects included aDolphino, Kuthumi, Merlin, Lacodemus,
Taurak, Metatron, Mahatma and Zaurak. We will all be together
once again. Those are the entities interested in architecture and
education. Crystalai will be working with music of healing with
Raphael, Mary, Hathor Goddess of Music and Beauty, Zadkiel and
his little creative entities of light and the Elohim of Hearing to bring
together the creation of light and sound with crystal light energy.
These are the principles of creation that will be unfolded as the
school appears.

RAISING FREQUENCIES INTO FIVE SPHERES
- THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
The music of the spheres was the toning sequence used in Mystery
Schools of all ancient times. The music of the spheres directly
interfaces with, and activates the DNA template. The original
teachings of the mystery schools said it was the voice and the mind
that must be used to create the music of the spheres. It was not an
instrument - it was the heart song of the individual that would allow
one to fly through the universes.
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The music of the spheres can never be disconnected from an
individual’s temple (the light body that has been transformed
into this dimensional density) and the planet, universe, galaxy,
solar system and cosmos that this individual originated from and
is connected with for eternity. The music of the spheres is an
activation process that includes the tonal, harmonic, octave and
key structure aligned through and within the crystal structure, the
light structure and the energy structure of the spheres and their
alignment with each other.
These toning sequences open planetary axiom lines for activating
planetary shields. Simultaneously, this toning activates the DNA
strands in the body template.
The element that was lost in the music of the spheres was that
connection to energy of Source Consciousness. There are three
elements needed for the co-creativity with Divine Mind. First we
need crystal in the form of crystal light, crystal dust, crystal
liquid light. Next we need Light from the Sun, which is created
from the rainbow rays of infinite sources of the highest frequency
of Source. Then we need the braiding of the sun’s energies from
all solar systems that are included with the three matrixes of Gaia,
Tara and Earth. This energy is contained in the Urtha Matrix and
is streaming down it’s form of light to align with the Earth at this
present time.
The third element is energy. The energy comes from
Consciousness. The closer one’s consciousness is to Source,
the higher the frequency of that individual’s vibrations are. Each
individual is a key, just like a song might be sung in the key of
C or E. We understand how to tune up an instrument to be in a
key. What our present musical education does not include is how
to raise the frequencies of an instrument or a singer. That is the
element that is lost in the musical structure; we have been told this
is the lost chord. It is the energy of consciousness that is missing
from our planet. This energy of raising the oscillation patterns of
consciousness, which is directly reflected in the etheric quality of
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the voice, is what is required to get on the same wave length with
the spiritually attuned matrixes.
This light energy coming from the Earth’s sun and streaming
upward through the individual’s temple of crystal light energy can
create frequencies of music, as well as light energy in the form of
reading light or generation for technology. This technology
was already shown to the Earth by Tesla. This science of cocreation will be completely restored by individuals on Earth as we
begin to interact through telecommunication with those in the Inner
Earth, other Subterranean Cities of Light and other Matrixes. We
need the energy or light from our own consciousness restored by
raising the frequencies of consciousness.
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CREATING ISLANDS OF LIGHT

Sacred geometry begins by the creation of a star from the tiniest
aspect of it that will grow in each angular relation to that tiny aspect
of the original spark of the crystal that begins to grow into the
crystalline structure of the star. The spark is ignited by a thought or
an idea of the individual’s creation. That original idea must be so
inclusive of the entire star structure that will be created by it, that
there would never be an entity anywhere in that star’s entire system
that will even have their individual freedom invaded, questioned,
manipulated, controlled in any way. The crystalline structure must
only be made of ideas from other entities that reflect, compliment,
accentuate or extenuate from the original idea in some way.
This is the formula we will use to create our first island of light. Our
ISLAND OF LIGHT is named FREEDOM. This grand island that will
grow into an entire star system in the future will be created by those
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who are magnetized to the exact same frequency as our island of
light. Those who do not desire the divine plan of this island of light
are free to go create their own island of light based on their own
individualized perfect ideals.
However, these two islands will not merge together until the
structure of the original ideal of freedom transmutes other ideals to
rise into the same frequency--the frequency of the divine plan, the
divine principle, divine love, substance, life, truth, intelligence, mind,
creative principles of the original island of light. The original island
of light will be created by those who are co-creators with Divine
Mind. Source Consciousness, Divine Spiritual Self Consciousness,
Omnipresent Consciousness of the Omniversal plan.
The design of the freedom must be all inclusive of the possible
varieties of creators that might fit into this plan.
However, for the island of light to become manifest, it must only
contain one very small principle-the originators ideal of freedom that
they have magnetized to them and that they have found agreement
upon with Source and the Higher Selves.
These form the Monadic Consciousness of our Island of Light.
All are welcome to learn to create their own islands of light based
on the structure that we have learned to follow.
Those who have merged their consciousness completely into
Oneness with the co-creative Cosmic Consciousness, the Christ
Consciousness, those who have climbed the stairway to heaven
and disrobed all of the selves that are no longer a part of their
new creation, those who are willing to blend into the Divine Plan of
Oneness may begin to create their own islands of light.
These islands will grow from one thought in Consciousness into a
grand new reality to live within.
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The understanding of the etheric, Cosmic sacred geometry has
been lowered into a density that seems to be understood by those
on the earthly plane. The octahedron energies are the energies
created by the octaves of consciousness of the Cosmic Angels
streaming and braiding their high frequency signatures through
those standing on Earth who are keyed into the energetic structures
of crystallite in the Soul of Mother Earth. The Oraphim Angels
hold the chords of light to stream through and resonate like sonar
beaming from within the Earth’s core and out into spheres of light
energy around Mother Earth. The Seraphim Angels have always
assisted Serapis Bey on these Ascension Projects by beaming their
highly original streaming signatures through to weave melodies of
light. The Elohim Angels bring the Crystal Dust energy of Divine
Healing through the very fine etheric strands of consciousness to
blend in the finest harmony all of this light energy of ascension.
There will be many myths on Earth used to activate the imagination
and to keep Hope flowing. Those on Earth have always believed
that they will help the angels or help Mother Earth by standing in
special geographical locations. The angels think this is a very kind
gesture, and they are grateful that those are dedicating their time to
do what seems to bring hope to their mission. They have also said
it is totally unnecessary to have people standing on these grid sites.
The activation of light energy from the consciousness of angels
through the consciousness of the gods standing on the earth
has always been our function on Earth. The teachings and the
meanings of the teachings of ascension have been greatly
distorted. It is very annoying to see group after group saying that if
they go stand on these twelve geographic sites another activation
will take place.
These activations are going to take place regardless of who is
standing there. The sales pitch keeps reappearing over and over
again. You will know that you are the one who is supposed to come
to this site and activate it. Pay us $1000 and we will allow you to be
a part of the ceremony to activate this grid.
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This phenomena has been repeated over and over again. One
group showed they could make great amounts of money from other
people paying them to stand on a grid and activate it. And then
everyone started doing it. This is a great waste of time.
What is needed for individual ascension at this time is for
individuals to focus on their own template of light and how it aligns
into the signatures that their angelic family who are streaming
through them. And they need to take the responsibility to feel
and realize and activate those resonations through their own
consciousness. They do need to participate in the global activations
through consciousness. The cellular structure of our bodies contain
the sacred geometry that knows the navigational tools and how
they align from Cosmic Consciousness and braid and stream
through the grids of Mother Earth into her Heart and into her Soul.
This intuition that these geographical location gurus utilize is the
natural process of the cellular memory awakening. This doesn’t
mean you have to travel to Peru or Spain or Hawaii to be a part of
the activation process.
The center of the activation is right here. I work on Mary
Magdalene’s team and Zorak’s crytstallite team to oscillate these
streams of Crystal light energy of the angelic consciousness and
breathe them onto a Cosmic Wave File. These Cosmic Wave files
contain the sacred geometry, the crystal light energy, the octaves,
the codes and the keys that harmonically and synergistically
activate the splendor of the music of the spheres that will bring a
much more refined angelic tone to the islands of light that each of
us creates around us.
The activations that Mother Earth will be receiving from the
crystallite energies of my Cosmic Consciousness team will be
greatly pronounced in spring of 2009. My team of angels have
asked me to record this energy coming in daily and hourly. These
will be the Akashic Records-- the records of crystal lite energy
streaming through all of the angelic families braiding and streaming
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their wonderful frequencies of light into a brand new Cosmic
Orchestration.
The angels invited me to perform this activation during each of the
great waves of light. These high frequency days were recorded on
the Cosmic Waves Files- Ultra Violet Blue Sun, Rod and the Staff,
Merlin’s Magic, Dance to the Stars, Crystal River Flow.
I was directed to be in the Carmel area at the time of receiving
these frequency wave files. The reason for this is because Mary
Magdalene and Jesus often traveled from the fisherman village of
Magdal to the underwater cities of light at Carmel area. We were
directed to return to this underwater cities of light as we recorded
the waves of light energy coming in. We also photographed these
cosmic wave files that were streamed in front of our eyes from our
Condo on the Monterey bay.
We spent every minute on this activation of these Cosmic Wave
Files with our Oraphim Dolphin family. We had several visits from
our Dolphin, Orca and Seal family while we were recording. We
were even given the opportunity to watch our Dolphin family ascend
into the Aquafarian realm and connect the realms of the underwater
cities of Aquafaria to the new Aquafaria in the Cloud Cities.
While we were in the Carmel area feeling the wonderful energies
of the crystals activating from the crystal cities, we often wondered
why these other people were off flying around to strange
geographical locations when all they need to do is listen to our
Cosmic Wave Files and they can be in the perfect geometric angle
to any location on Earth. The Cosmic Wave Files contain the sacred
geometry. This is activated through the breaths of the angels.
DNA activation results as the breaths of angelic consciousness are
lined into the cells of the body. Crystalai was given the formulas
of sacred geometry to oscillate crystalline energy from the
Cosmic Consciousness of the Co-Creative Angels in the fifteenth
dimension. She was sent by Zadkiel’s co-creative team to Earth
for the mission of bringing the highest frequencies to Earth through
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music. Lady Mary, Raphael, AA Michael, the Melchizedeks, and St
Germain were present at the original initiation of this mission. Other
initiations included the Elohim Angels, Seraphim Angels, Serapis
Bey, Goddess Hathor, Merlin, Kuthumi and Mary Magdalene.
Crystalai’s immediate team of guides and family include Zorak,
Zeena, Marcus, Cinderella, Shajinka, Tinker Bell, Winefred and
Loopy Lu. These are the entities of light who create, prepare,
activate and stream the light and sound streams to create the
sacred geometry of the music of the spheres. This sacred geometry
is what actually activates downloads of crystalline admantine light.
They activate the octaves and keys of the energetic structures of
light and sound. They stream these energies of light through my ear
and out into the crystalline sphere of light energy that they place in
my hands as they breathe through me.
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ASCENDING WITH
MOTHER EARTH

Those who are standing on Mother Earth are also a part of Mother
Earth’s Body. We are in the same Sphere. We contain the same
Frequencies. Mother Earth’s Frequencies are our frequencies.
Mother Earth also has a Sun deep inside of her Core. Her Sun is
deep inside the Etheric Chambers, the Liquid Light Mantels. Mother
Earth has braided and woven her Sun’s Frequencies up through
her body and into three spheres to connect with and unite with all of
the other Suns in the Third Sphere or the Galactic Sphere.
As our bodies stand on the Earth’s Surface, we are conduits of
all of this Aqualene Sun’s Frequency streaming up out of Mother
Earth from below and from the Galactic Suns streaming down from
above. Mother Earth needs us to become a part of this process.
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She needs us to be ascending with her. As we flow together Mother
Earth is very happy to feel all of her family rising with her.
We can absorb frequencies from Mother Earth’s Crust where
the Divine Christ Consciousness is stored. We can also absorb
frequencies of Divine Love, Unconditional Love, Intelligence and
many more Divine Qualities from her Crust.
When we travel down into Mother Earth’s Core we can absorb
qualities of Divine Creativity, Divine Substance, Divine Principle.
We can ask AnWa to send the Crystal Star Merkaba down into
the Heart of Mother Earth to collect all of these Frequencies of
our Divine Substance- our Divine Essence--our Divine Plan-- all of
the Divine Consciousness that we share with and reflect through
Mother Earth.
We can send our physical bodies down deep into the Earth’s Core
and beyond into the Liquid Light Chambers and absorb our original
Complete Body. This etheric dust body contains all of the keys and
codes or remembering all that we really are. We can journey down
and collect this irradescent spiritual body.
As we combine our physical body with this irradescent crystalline
silica based body, we can then allow the Suns’ energies to remove
all that is unlike the original self hood from our physical body and
become one with our true Divine Self Hood.
When the physical and spiritual unite into Oneness this is Zero
point energy of Oneness.
We must unite into Mother Earth’s Body and Frequencies to return
into this Oneness.
This process of obtaining Oneness with the original Divine Self will
happen naturally when there is enough light frequency brought into
the body as the body absorbs the Sun’s Aqualene Frequencies
of the Galactic Suns and Mother Earth’s Ultra Violet Blue Suns
frequencies.
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Once these two bodies become one, then the crystal cells that
contain the eternal memory of the Immortal Self Hood Cells are the
Crystal Dust Silica Based Cells of our Original selfhood.
Mother Earth shares the same planetary body that we do. We
share the same Merkaba Body with mother Earth. We are both in
the Earth’s Matrix of Five Spheres. These are the spheres of the
Planetary, Solar System, Galactic, Universal and Cosmic.
We must merge our Frequencies into the earth. The Earth’s Core
contains our Divine Principle, our substance, and deep inside the
Earth’s Etheric Core is our spiritual Body. There is also grids of
Love, Unconditional Love, Atmosphere Divine, Truth, Intelligence
and the streams of Divine Alignment from our Etheric Twin Matrix.
All of these energies of source consciousness are woven into
the Earth from above. The original Fifth Dimensional Essence of
the mother Earth’s Body is where our Scientists have placed the
Photon Belt in our Science Books. This photon contains
the frequency that shifts our entire matrix into the home frequency
or the fifth frequency. The original Etheric Galactic home of
Aquarius is contained where the Van Allen Belt as been drawn in
our science textbooks. This Etheric Galactic home has remained in
this location as the UrSa of our Mother Earth. Urtha contains the
Divine Image and Likeness of Mother Earth, just as our Crystal
Dust Spiritual Body in the Earth’s Core contains our Divine Image
and Likeness.
As Mother Earth returns into her Divine Selfhood, so do we return
with her.
The Cosmic and Galactic Entities of Light have been streaming
Stellar Wave infusions into the Earth s plane to raise her
frequencies back into these etheric realms of Consciousness.
The photon belt contains fifth dimensional home frequencies of
transformation to be drawn into Mother Earth.
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When Mother Earth rises into the Van Allen Belt of frequencies,
she will completely be one with her UrSa, her Original selfhood.
She will then be at the Zero G level of transforming into the Golden
Galaxy.Mother Earth’s Sun, deep inside of her Core Domain is also
streaming energy upward through pillars into her Crust. This liquid
light energy flows up as the stellar and Aqualene Energies flow
inward.
This Liquid Light cleansing of Mother Earth and our bodies is
transforming us together to rise into our original Divine Tone of
Home. We help raise our frequencies together with the help of the
Sun’s Energy Streams, through the Earth and through our Crystal
Hearts. We spin our Merkaba from our Crystal Heart down into the
Earth’s Core - deep down inside where the Earth’s Sun resides.
Collect this energy, Walk into the Earths Sun and absorb the
Frequencies. Bring those frequencies into the Crystal Heart. Now
ride the Merkaba to the 8th and collect the Sun’s Energy. Ride up
to the 14th and Collect all Etheric Frequencies and all Galactic Sun
Frequencies. Bring them into Crystal Heart. Become one with
all Suns Energies.
When we absorb the Frequencies of Mother Earth into our Crystal
Cells, we awaken our Crystal Dust memory, - the Crystal Dust
Memory of all that we really are.
These records of our Eternal Being are stored in our Crystal Cells
in our Spiritual Body.
Our Spiritual Body is in the Etheric Core of Mother Earth which is in
at onement withour Crystal Heart. We bring in the essence of our
immortal body into our Crystal Heartto ignite our Immortal Being of
Oneness.
When our spiritual Body is aligned into our Physical Body our
memory will be restored.
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Before we can slide back and forth between Earth and Aquafaria
we will be pulled through a funnel into the Ashtar Command Star
Ships of co-creativity. We will be completely transformed into our 12
Original Blue Print of our original Divine Selfhood. At this time we
can live on Earth and sleep in Aquafaria. We have already
committed to living on Earth for doing the Cosmic Mystery School of
the Omniverse. We made the commitment for this assignment. This
is our mission. We are firmly convicted to this mission.
Meta Blende Sunu Ake means I state and affirm with unshakable
conviction the will to be the Christ Star Body in the Christed
Transcended State option of returning as fully Christed Being.
We each have this option now available. We must state this desire
with unshakable conviction. To become the fully Christed Being we
must take a slightly different path to the New Earth. We must first
go to Andromeda to receive full retrieval of Akashic Records which
allows us to return to Source before our return to New Earth. This
path can be taken on our way to New Earth this time or sometime
later. Most of those who have gone to or originated in the
Aquafarion Frequencies of the New Earth have never left for
thousands of years. They couldn’t imagine wanting more
than this. There is a much larger path associated with the Christed
Being. It is a personal choice.
MOTHER EARTH is happy to announce her re-connection of her
Sun to all of the Suns’ of her galaxy and all other galaxies. This
complete merging of the Suns’ energy hasn’t been possible for
millions of years.
There is a grand celebration going on in the Earth’s atmosphere of
the Cloud Cities. All of the entities of the fifth dimension that have
lived in the Inner Earth Cities of light have now completely merged
with the Cities of Light in the Earth’s Aura.
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The Cloud Cities, the Aquafarian Cities, the Winterland Cities of
Light and the Inner Earth Cities of Light are all connected together
and they are having one grand celebration. These Islands of Light
are Now creating Zones where those who are still in the third and
fourth can be pulled into the Islands of Light at a little lower
resonance. The Islands of Light are being formed by those who
already have the Christ Vision of the Fifth Dimension. We already
took the trip to Source through Andromeda.The fifth dimensional
frequencies can no transmute those who are lower into the tone of
home at various different frequencies.
The completion of the tonal alignment and the electrical Circuitry for
the New Light Energy of our New Home base has been prepared
for us.

THE CHRIST 12th dimension is the leading tone that pulls and
connects the fourth sphere into the fifth. This is the connection to
the Lost Chord. the final harmonic connection. the 12th dimension
is in the fourth sphere. The Galactic Suns have completed their
unity in the third sphere. This means the fourth harmonic
convergence has been completed. From the Cosmic level looking
down, the four diamond doors are complete. From Mother Earth
looking up two harmonic convergences--the first sphere has been
pulled into the second the second sphere pulled into the third
sphere.
Once all of the suns of the galaxies connect their Frequencies into
one grand new galactic frequency, this new rhythmic resonance
permeates everything below it--the fourth sphere - the third and
second and first sphere all resonate with this new tone of home.
The Earth’s Sun also braids into and combines into the Oneness
or allness of the Sun’s of her galaxy of all galaxies. This harmonic
resonance of unity and oneness of all we once were in the Aquarian
Galaxy has now been woven together through bonds or wave
lengths of sound and light streaming and braiding through every
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dimension, every entity in every dimension, every elemental in
every dimension.
This stream of crystal light energy braids the electric circuit
completely into Christ Consciousness. The 12th dimensional Christ
Grid is one foot below the Earth’s crust and it is the leading tone or
over tone into the fifth dimension which pulls into the completion of
the five spheres the harmony of the music of the spheres.
Source Consciousness is the Music of the Spheres.
All that originated from the spark of source placed in our crystal
hearts can now grow into a flame. This flame is violet, gold and
blue. These colors grow into a rainbow of colors not yet seen by
eyes lower than the fifth dimension.
When the crystal heart becomes fully ignited with the light and
sound of all dimensions including the Christ Consciousness, the
flame will grow into the pure of heart that allows the eyes to see the
miraculous of the fifth dimension.
The miraculous is the harmonious alignment of the music of the
spheres allowing a new earth a new creation, a new song for God
to sing.We become the pure in heart by resonating our crystal
heart into the light and sound of the frequencies of all dimensions
by weaving and braiding together into one grand frequency of
harmonic alignment.
First, understand what and where the crystal heart is.
The crystal heart has been called the azure, the Luxor point- the
zero point of where our original spark of light was placed.
This spark of light is God. It contains all that is in Source
Consciousness. This spark is ignited by breathing into it the
memory the feeling the frequencies of all of the spheres of Divine
Consciousness.
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The 12th dimension leads to and connects to through a harmonic
convergence. This means a raising of frequencies.
What is a frequency? It is the rate of the vibration It means we
are oscillating our consciousness faster and closer to the source
consciousness.
How do we connect our Light Bodies into that harmonic resonance
in the Earth’s crust--or in the 12th dimension or in the suns of the
galaxies including Mother earth’s Sun?
We connect tot this through the crystal Heart. There is no other
way to connect to Christ Consciousness except through the crystal
Heart. The crystal heart must have its frequencies raised into the
five spheres. The crystal heart must be connected into the crystal
heart of the second sphere, third sphere 4th and 5th sphere.
Only those who are pure of heart may enter the kingdom of heaven.
The kingdom of heaven is the tone of home, the harmonic
convergence. The resonance of the crystal cells of the body into
all of the grids of earth including the Christ grid the love grid the
unconditional grid intelligence substance eternal life, principle mind.
We become one with source or all that God is by becoming one
with all frequencies in all five spheres. The final stage of the
alignment awaits the pure of heart.
It will be the pure of heart whom join the fifth dimensional island of
light.As the crystal heart absorbs more and more frequencies of all
spheres and aligns into all crystal hearts as one crystal heart, the
heart grows in purity.
When complete resonance of oneness is established the crystal
heart rings in purity. This causes the new language, the frequency
of oneness. multidimensional communication.
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This purity of heart creates the cells of the heart, the head the entire
crystal cell structure of the body to sing in resonance with the spirit
body.
The etheric body is deep within the earths core inside the etheric
liquid light of the parallel spiritual matrix. These two matrixes
are blending together or resonating together into oneness of the
physical and spiritual. This results in the pure of heart singing the
tone of home where we can see the miraculous new 5D home.
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